Are you looking for a community service project that will really make a difference? Clothes To Kids needs you for the Undie 500!

**What is the Undie 500?**
The Undie 500 challenges participants to collect as many new underwear and socks as possible to support Clothes To Kids of Denver. Teams from service organizations, Scout troops, schools, sports teams, businesses and religious communities may participate by collecting as a group, or challenge another team to a collection competition. However you participate, be creative and have fun!

**Why Underwear?**
Clothes To Kids provides 5 new pairs of underwear and 5 new pairs of socks to every student who visits our shop. We are on track to serve 10,000+ students this year and we need your help to make sure we can meet the growing demand!

**Undie 500 Guidelines**
- Underwear or socks collected must be NEW and in packages to count for your team. Used items are not accepted. The suggested collection goal is 500 pairs per team.
- Underwear and socks should be kids size 6 (small) and larger. We accept all adult sizes!
- The timing for Undie 500 drives is very flexible so that you can pick a time of year that is right for your group. We even have collection bins to loan if you don’t want to make your own.
- Final numbers for all of the teams will be announced at the end of the year, so please plan to have all donations turned in to Clothes To Kids by mid-December.

Want to learn more? Sign up for the Undie 500 by emailing Eileen Robinson at volunteer@clothestokidsdenver.org. Thank you for your support!

**About Clothes To Kids of Denver**
The mission of Clothes To Kids of Denver is to provide new and quality used clothing to students ages 3-21 from low-income or in-crisis families in the Denver Metro Area, free of charge. Shoppers select clothing in an inviting, store-like setting. Your support will help Clothes To Kids continue to provide much needed clothing to kids throughout the Metro Denver community.

Each student visiting our boutique selects:
- *5 tops*
- *4 bottoms (pants, shorts, skirts or dresses)*
- *1 additional dress or skirt (optional)*
- *5 pairs each of new underwear & socks*
- *1 bra (optional)*
- *1 pair of shoes*
- *1 jacket*

For more information or to donate clothing, please visit [https://clothestokidsdenver.org/](https://clothestokidsdenver.org/) or email info@clothestokidsdenver.org